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Have you seen the new self-paced library?
(all the course material + bonus skills and tasks)

https://in.hypefree.com/self-paced/


Homework #1: How did it go?

One: Have a look at Zapier’s list of 
compatible apps. 

1. Which ones are you already using? 

2. Think of a process that involves 2 or 
more apps that you’d like to automate? 
(e.g. one app  triggers an action in 
another)

3. How can intelligence make this “zap” 
better? (i.e. by adding “human” 
judgment or creativity to the process) 

https://zapier.com/apps


Homework #2: How did it go?

1⃣ Go to: https://ana.textql.com/  and sign-up (for free)

2⃣Try a few of the “recommended questions”

3⃣ Write your own questions. You can use some basic data 
from your own work/life.

4⃣ Upload a file with data (Excel/CSV). Ask Ana some 
questions about it.

You can ask it to make calculations and create charts 
with data. You can also ask it for recommendations on 
what can be done with the data.

Share your achievements (charts or insights) on 
#share-your-work

Click here to upload 
files

https://ana.textql.com/


Today’s Agenda

📚 Session 1: Fundamentals and orientation

🛠 Session 2: Working with words and images

🛠 Session 3: Analyzing and visualizing data

🛠 Session 4: Automation, APIs, & broader implications

♻ Session X: Reinforcement & Support



What is an API?



What is an API?

APIs set the rules for how different pieces of software 
communicate. They enable different apps to communicate 
and “act” within each other. 



What is an API key?



👋 Questions so far?



Intelligent Agents



AI that manages itself



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1diYUP7zZAVwrcRKU12dkBijDC5Pb8uGe/preview


👋 Questions so far?



The OpenAI API



Introducing: Zapier



Automate multi-app sequences



Thousands of tools



Simple logic

Trigger Filter Action(s)



Creating an automated Twitter account
(copy someone’s tweets, or generate new ones from a news API)



Using a 3rd-party API
(get a key, check the documentation for examples)



Automating an email to your friend
(include current details and visual “evidence”)



Draft email responses



The ElevenLabs API



Generate audio via API call

https://docs.elevenlabs.io/api-reference/quick-start/introduction
https://elevenlabs.io/


Automatically convert articles to audio



Other APIs



Other APIs to experiment with

https://apilist.fun/


Extracting data from images
(text, colors, names, QRs)



👋 Questions so far?



Where are things headed?



https://follow-ed.com/kodak-shirleys/






2020s New York, Florida, Wisconsin…

“Black defendants were often predicted to be at 
a higher risk of recidivism than they actually 
were… nearly twice as likely to be misclassified 
as higher risk compared to their white 
counterparts… White defendants were often 
predicted to be less risky than they were.”

Source: ProPublica | Dan Ofer 

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2702103-Sample-Risk-Assessment-COMPAS-CORE.html#document/p4/a296597
https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/danofer/compass


Not just for criminals…



Was the algorithm wrong?

Source: Reuters 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-amazon-com-jobs-automation-insight-idUSKCN1MK08G


Humans to AI: Do as we say, not as we do…

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZI7-Swmuo4A&t=111


Deterministic vs. Probabilistic



Misinformation: Will it spark the next war?



The odds are against us…



Will AI empower unprecedented tyranny?

Source: IPVM 

https://ipvm.com/reports/dahua-protestor-alarms


Will they kill us all? Only if they get distracted…

https://storage.googleapis.com/deepmind-media/DeepMind.com/Authors-Notes/sparrow/sparrow-final.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2212.08073.pdf
https://www.anthropic.com/index/claudes-constitution
https://futureoflife.org/open-letter/pause-giant-ai-experiments/


Source: Alexey Guzey 

But sometimes they get distracted…

https://twitter.com/alexeyguzey/status/1662116392794210306?s=51&t=0Stip86PlwsH0O0SthSEOA


It’s quite easy to distract…

Source: LessWrong 

https://www.lesswrong.com/posts/z5pbBBmGjzoqBxC4n/chatgpt-and-now-gpt4-is-very-easily-distracted-from-its


👋 Questions so far?



Who will benefit?



The hype is real…

Source: Bloomberg /  Michael McDonough 

https://twitter.com/m_mcdonough/status/1664257182160809985


And justified…



McLuhan: One way to think about it…

Education
Sharing of knowledge
Capital

Global empires?
Local stories?

Written Manuscripts (luxury)
The Catholic Church?
Military power?

Public/individuals can spread their own 
views/agendas?

Elitist media becomes sensational/dumb?



Print: The impact evolves/reverses over time

How it started Hot it’s going

Brought the bible (and antisemitism) to more 
people

Religious schisms and decades of war

Made literate people smarter Made everyone literate (slowly)

Consolidation of dialects into fewer languages 
(and kingdoms)

Undermining nation states

Emergence of efficient bureaucracies Bullshit jobs

Emergence of new industries (bookbinding, 
printing, and beyond)

Emergence of new industries

Scientific revolution Scientific revolution!



Is AI “disruptive” or “sustaining”? 

Traditional Mainstream Product (improves over time)

Disruptive Competito
r
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Based on the work of Clayton M. Christensen



“We have no moat”

Source: SemiAnalysis 

https://www.semianalysis.com/p/google-we-have-no-moat-and-neither


Llama + Vicuna vs. ChatGPT

https://lmsys.org/blog/2023-03-30-vicuna/


Is computing power the moat?



Is less data a moat?



Are specific languages a moat?



Are existing customers a moat?

https://www.facebook.com/business/news/introducing-ai-sandbox-and-expanding-meta-advantage-suite


Is making software free a moat?



“Commoditize your complements”
(the cone vendor wants ice cream to be free)

— Joel Spolsky

https://www.joelonsoftware.com/2002/06/12/strategy-letter-v/


Can governments create their own “foundational models”?

https://www.reuters.com/technology/abu-dhabi-makes-its-falcon-40b-ai-model-open-source-2023-05-25/


How do we make make money from this?

Source: McKinsey 

https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/mckinsey/business%20functions/mckinsey%20digital/our%20insights/what%20every%20ceo%20should%20know%20about%20generative%20ai/what-every-ceo-should-know-about-generative-ai.pdf


Selling shovels…



It might be more boring than we think…

“This is how a lot of this technology 
will actually get deployed - boring 
automation of boring processes in 
the boring back-offices of big 
companies, by boring but important 
companies like PwC, Accenture and 
IBM. And it will take a decade or two.”

— Ben Evans

https://www.ben-evans.com/9ancy8s/2023/4/30/30-april-2023


How prevalent will “intelligence” be?
(and how long will it take?)

Source: Visual Capitalist 

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/cp/charting-the-smartphone-effect-camera-market/
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1sglaTx_TSwAYodQpI3DbqQFpysqTGGo-/preview


👋 Questions?



What does it mean for our jobs?



Do you know this guy?



“the Luddites in the early 1800s were not wrong in their 
assessment of what looms would do to their jobs, 

livelihood, and self-respect. All three were destroyed as 
proud craftsmen were converted into factory slaves with 

appalling working and living conditions.”

— Viktor Shvets, The Great Rapture



How many jobs will be lost?



Source: Osborne & Frey | Bloomberg  

How will “automation” affect your job? 
(2017 was a long time ago…)

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0040162516302244
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2017-job-risk/?sref=toOjnu0a#xj4y7vzkg
https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2017-job-risk/?sref=toOjnu0a#xj4y7vzkg


So, which professions are at risk?

Source: OpenAI 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2303.08774.pdf


Skill-Biased Technological Change
Still relevant?

Source: Autor, Katz, Goldin 2020 

https://scholar.harvard.edu/sites/scholar.harvard.edu/files/lkatz/files/agk_rbet_aea_corrected_final.pdf


Routine-Biased Technological Change
Still relevant?

Source: Goos et al. 

https://personal.lse.ac.uk/manning/work/ExplainingJobPolarization.pdf


“between 50% and 70% of changes in the U.S. wage 
structure over the last four decades are accounted for by 
relative wage declines of worker groups specialized in 

routine tasks in industries experiencing rapid 
automation.”

— Acemoglu & Restrepo

https://economics.mit.edu/sites/default/files/2022-10/Tasks%20Automation%20and%20the%20Rise%20in%20US%20Wage%20Inequality.pdf


Should you still learn to code?



Or learn to… apply your knowledge?

“Our new AIs have been trained on a 
huge amount of our cultural history… we 
need people who have deep or broad 
knowledge of unusual fields to use AI 

in ways that others cannot…”

— Ethan Mollick, Magic for English Majors

https://www.oneusefulthing.org/p/magic-for-english-majors
https://www.oneusefulthing.org/p/magic-for-english-majors


Will we finally work much less?

Source: 2120 Insights / Ethan Heppner 

https://www.2120insights.com/p/how-many-hours-will-our-grandchildren?utm_source=post-email-title&publication_id=487555&post_id=118789568&isFreemail=false&utm_medium=email


More likely…



People will scale themselves in new ways… 



People will scale themselves in new ways… 

Source: The Verge

https://www.theverge.com/2023/4/24/23695746/grimes-ai-music-profit-sharing-copyright-ip


Remote Viability This lever pertains to the ability to perform a job remotely. The viability is measured on a scale from 1 to 10, and depends on whether others 
in the same line of work have successfully transitioned to remote operations.

Simultaneous Serviceability This lever refers to the capacity to serve multiple customers concurrently. Occupations that can reach many customers at once score higher 
on this scale.

Network Effect This lever indicates whether the value of a job or service increases with more users. Services that provide access to larger networks of users 
score higher on this lever.

Remote Cost Efficiency This lever examines how cost-effective it is to deliver services remotely. Jobs that require special tools or equipment for remote work may 
increase costs, while others may be cheaper to perform remotely.

Convertibility to Product This lever considers how much of a service can be transformed into a product. Occupations that can take advantage of AI to productize their 
services score higher on this lever.

Tech-Enhanced Productivity This lever measures how technology can augment output without increasing input. Occupations that can utilize technology to enhance their 
productivity, whether through AI tools or remote service delivery, score higher on this lever.

Exponential Reward Potential This lever refers to the possibility of generating outsized rewards from relatively small inputs. Occupations that involve nonlinear work, like 
creating viral digital content, can have high potential for exponential rewards.

Expertise Premium This lever addresses how much more one can charge when their expertise perfectly matches a client's needs. The better the match, the 
higher the premium.

How scalable is your job?



Better AI = Better Education?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJP5GqnTrNo&t=57


Better Education = Higher Inequality



Extreme events “are necessarily increasing as a result 
of complexity, interdependence between parts, 

globalization and the beastly thing called ‘efficiency’ 
that makes people now sail too close to the wind”

— N.N. Taleb, Antifragile





👋 Questions?



Homework: Cognosys

1. Create an account on Cognosys.ai

2. Create an “intelligent agent” that does 
something that is clearly useful for your 
job/industry (e.g. code a tool, analyze a 
document, write a report)

3. Experiment with the settings and 
prompts until you’re satisfied with the 
results

4. Share your goal and the results on Slack 
#show-your-work

https://www.cognosys.ai/


Advanced Homework: Zapier

Set up a “Zap” on Zapier that does 
the following:

Every time you get an email, AI will 
summarize it briefly, convert it to 
audio, and send you an SMS or 
email with the audio file. 

Note: You’ll need an account on Zapier, 
ElevenLabs, OpenAI. And you’ll probably need the 
paid version of Zapier and possibly the other two 
providers as well. 



Next Session

📚 Session 1: Fundamentals and orientation

🛠 Session 2: Working with words and images

🛠 Session 3: Analyzing and visualizing data

🛠 Session 4: Automation, APIs, & broader implications

♻ Session X: Reinforcement & Support — September 14th/15th?



Thank you!



“Artificial Intelligence is whatever 
hasn't been done yet.”

— Larry Tesler



A few more tools…



Create Branded Content



Track and browse website content 



Find and tweak existing prompts


